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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 My full name is Robert Brian Norton.  My experience and 

qualifications are set out in my evidence in chief dated 26 August 

2015.  

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 

and that I agree to comply with it. I confirm that I have considered 

all the material facts that I am aware of that might alter or detract 

from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is within 

my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on the 

evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the following 

evidence in chief filed on 17 September 2015: 

 

(a) B A & A Murray – Submitter #2271 – 278 Wooldridge 

Road; 

(b) Raymond Edwards on behalf of Submitter #2494 – 257-

259 Wooldridge Road; and 

(c) Andrew Hall on behalf of Submitter #2278 – 270, 280 and 

298 Russley Road and 82 Hawthornden Road. 

 

2.2 I also provide supplementary evidence at section 6 below. My 

supplementary evidence is limited to addressing a change in my 

opinion on the request from Illogan Trust (submitter #2176) to 

zone additional land at 2 Carrs Road from Residential New 

Neighbourhood (as notified) to Commercial Local. My change of 

opinion is a result of a more detailed investigation having been 

undertaken into the specific design calculations and as-built 

capacity of the Council's Carrs Road Stormwater facility. 
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3. SUBMITTER #2271 – 278 WOOLDRIDGE ROAD 

 

3.1 The submitter in paragraph 2 of their statement suggests that it is 

impractical to drain stormwater west "into the road drainage". 

 

3.2 I generally agree with this statement as the land naturally grades 

away from Wooldridge Road, however, it may be possible to install 

pipelines which run against the grade of the land north along 

Wooldridge Road to the Styx River if a surface water outfall cannot 

be established by other means. 

 

3.3 The submitter then states that the property "drains via a swale 

across Nunweek Park" and that it would be simpler for that swale 

to slope north into the Styx River. 

 

3.4 While I agree that a surface water outfall to the Styx River would 

be the preferred option, establishing such an outfall may require 

either:  

 

(a) works within Nunweek Park (the possibility of which 

would not be guaranteed due to the park being public 

land held under the Reserves Act); or  

(b) an outfall through neighbouring properties at 280 and 290 

Wooldridge Road which would require permission from 

these land owners. 

 

3.5 I remain of the opinion expressed in my evidence in chief hat of 

the options available, an outfall for stormwater is able to be 

established which would enable development of this site, however 

the developer will need to consider the additional cost and 

complexities of the required engineering. 

 

4. SUBMITTER #2494 – 257-259 WOOLDRIDGE ROAD 

 

4.1 In the submitters' submission, revisions to the ODP (Appendix 

16.7.12) were sought to establish a "more equitable distribution of 
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stormwater facilities" (summarised at paragraph 9€ of Mr Edwards' 

statement). 

 

4.2 In discussions regarding this submission, the location and nature 

of stormwater facilities were considered.  I have reiterated 

Council's preferences for an integrated, collective stormwater 

system consistent with its guiding principles and strategies for 

stormwater management.  . 

 

4.3 Mr Edwards has sought the inclusion of an additional stormwater 

facility on the ODP, located just upstream of Stanleys Road, which 

would allow development west of Stanleys Road to progress 

ahead of land to the east.  His primary argument for this additional 

stormwater facility revolves around the premise that developers to 

the west of Stanleys Road were more likely to develop before 

those to the east, and that having their own dedicated stormwater 

facility would enable them to do so without relying on property 

owners to the east. 

 

4.4 While Mr Edwards' argument suits the property owners he 

represents (whose adjoining land is located on the east side of 

Stanleys Road), his evidence does not appear to acknowledge the 

possibility of a "more equitable distribution of stormwater" for 

individual land owners to the west, considering that not all of them 

would have access to the additional stormwater facility he 

proposes without obtaining rights to drain through other private 

land. 

 

4.5 While Mr Edwards does not suggest this, the logical conclusion of 

his argument is that each individual property owner manages their 

own stormwater discharges within their own site.  This may 

technically be a feasible solution, but it is contrary to Council's 

strategy of integrated, collective stormwater management for 

greenfield development because it is inefficient and more costly in 

terms of construction, land use, operation and maintenance.  
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4.6 Council's Surface Water Strategy 2009-2039 (SWS) discusses the 

use of "collective stormwater treatment" as the preferred strategy 

for greenfields development (SWS chapter 7.1).  Collective 

stormwater treatment means the use of large, landscape-based 

retention and treatment systems which cater for large 

development areas.  The Council prefers collective stormwater 

treatment systems over fragmented or individual systems because 

they are more efficient, cost-effective, easier to maintain and 

provide important amenity and open space values in addition to 

their drainage function. 

 

4.7 Unfortunately, a by-product of collective stormwater treatment 

systems in areas with multiple property owners is that a minority of 

properties are sometimes disproportionately affected by placement 

of the stormwater facility.  This is most effectively dealt with 

through cooperation of land owners, but is often aided by cost 

share agreements or land purchases facilitated by the Council.  In 

my experience, disagreements between property owners can 

generally be overcome to facilitate a good collective stormwater 

outcome. 

 

4.8 Despite the concerns with Mr Edward' approach outlined above, I 

am of the opinion that an alternate option which includes one 

additional stormwater facility upstream of Stanleys Road would not 

be inconsistent with the intent of Council's integrated stormwater 

objective, and could indeed offer more flexibility for development 

timing. 

 

4.9 The logical location of such a facility would coincide with the 

lowest part of the land adjacent to Stanleys Road (approximately 

75-79 Stanleys Road) because it: 

 

(a) allows the surrounding land to be developed with the 

least amount of earthworks; 

(b) facilitates easy public and maintenance access; and 

(c) corresponds to the low point in Stanleys Road which 

caters for a secondary flow path. 
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4.10 Further discussions including on our September 14 site visit 

revolved around the potential location and orientation of the 

waterway to convey stormwater from the upstream facility to the 

head of the Styx River.  I suggest that the final location of this 

waterway is an engineering matter which will require the 

cooperation of various property owners and is not able to be 

resolved at this time.  I therefore recommend that the waterway be 

represented on the ODP as shown in Option B presented in 

Attachment A to Mr Stevenson's evidence.  The reasons for 

preferring this option are conveyed in Mr. Stevenson's evidence. I 

agree with the reasoning in Mr Stevenson's evidence on this 

matter. 

  

5. SUBMITTER #2278 – 270, 280 AND 298 RUSSLEY ROAD AND 82 

HAWTHORNDEN ROAD 

 

5.1 Mr Hall discusses the requirements for stormwater servicing in 

paragraphs 12-25 of his evidence. 

 

5.2 I agree with the basic premise of Mr Hall's site description and the 

parameters of the stormwater system design in his paragraphs 12-

16. 

 

5.3 In paragraph 17, Mr Hall discusses establishment of a secondary 

flowpath for stormwater that exceeds the capacity of the onsite 

disposal system, however, the proposal in his statement appears 

to rely on the use of other land outside of the proposed 

development. 

 

5.4 I am aware that a private easement to drain water exists over 88 

Hawthornden Road in favour of 80 Hawthornden Road (formerly 

270 Russley Road) and 82 Hawthornden Road which would 

enable these sites to establish an overland flowpath for 

stormwater out to Hawthornden Road. 
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5.5 I consider that only the sites which have a right to drain water over 

downstream properties out to Hawthornden Road should be able 

to be developed unless some other legal arrangement or 

alternative secondary flowpath is established. 

 

5.6 Therefore, I cannot support rezoning of 280 and 298 Russley 

Road on the basis that a legal secondary flow path for stormwater 

which exceeds the capacity of their onsite stormwater disposal 

systems has not been identified.  I consider that stormwater issues 

do not preclude 80 Hawthornden Road (formerly 270 Russley 

Road) and 82 Hawthornden Road from being zoned as requested, 

because these sites have the benefit of a private easement which 

would enable these sites to establish an overland flowpath for 

stormwater out to Hawthornden Road.  

 

6. SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE: SUBMITTER #2176 - 2 CARRS ROAD - 

ILLOGAN TRUST 

 

6.1 As noted earlier, my change of opinion is a result of a more 

detailed investigation having been undertaken into the specific 

design calculations and as-built capacity of the Council's Carrs 

Road Stormwater facility located at 5 Carrs Road.  This 

investigation has revealed that additional stormwater capacity, 

approximately equal to that generated by 11.57 hectares of 

residential development, exists within the stormwater facility.  This 

additional capacity amounts to approximately 1,500m3 of first flush 

volume and is sufficient to cater for the additional stormwater 

runoff generated from the full area of 2 Carrs Road (approximately 

2.5 hectares) in a commercial use. 
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6.2 I addressed this submission in my evidence in chief at paragraphs 

8.1-8.3.  Having now determined the additional stormwater 

capacity available within Council's Carrs Road stormwater facility, 

I consider that stormwater issues do not preclude all or any 

additional part of 2 Carrs Road from being zoned for Commercial 

Local use as requested by the submitter.   

 

 

 

Robert Brian Norton 

24 September 2015 


